Cisco Learning Services
Cisco Training on Demand Courses

What Is Cisco Training on Demand?
Cisco® Training on Demand courses provide learners with all the benefits of an engaging instructor-led classroom experience, without the additional cost and inconvenience of travel. These high-definition video lectures are recorded in a professional studio, and include 24-hour access to our remote hands-on labs, which you can use to practice as you learn. Cisco Training on Demand courses strive to provide an engaging, interactive learning experience. Students who excel at learning outside the traditional classroom, respond well to video as an instructional medium, and seek a more individualized learning experience, find Cisco Training on Demand to be a valuable training resource.

A Compelling Alternative to Live Training
- Flexibility of time, place, and pace of learning
- Comprehensive training catalog of product and certification training that support the needs of the individual learner
- Just-in-time training based on learner requirements
- Employee productivity gains
- Operational savings from reduced travel and away time

Cisco Training on Demand Subscription Features
Access to Cisco Training on Demand Library of Courses
Cisco Training on Demand is available on a subscription basis. Each 12-month subscription gives you access to a growing library of world-class technical courses ranging from product training and troubleshooting to certification training. Cisco Training on Demand will take your learning strategy to the next level.

Cloud-Based E-Learning Delivery Platform
The Cisco cloud-based e-learning delivery platform gives you:
- Anytime, anywhere, and any device access
- High-definition (780 pixels or greater), professional-studio-recorded video lessons
- Full-featured video player with manual scanning, full screen mode, and adjustable playback speed
- Searchable, integrated transcripts so you can use keywords to search the transcript and click anywhere in the transcript to advance the video
- Lessons that you can bookmark as important and the ability to take notes (all data is stored for the duration of the subscription)
- Progress tracking allows you to close the lesson on your desktop and start the lesson on your mobile device
- Printable student materials

Remote Hands-On Labs
Training on Demand remote hands-on labs offer the following:
- Hands-on lab exercises that are available 24 hours a day
- Intuitive user interface, with easy to understand network diagrams, web-based Telnet option, and multimedia, video, or HTML-based worksheets
- Different levels of integrated self-help to use as needed

Free Community Support
The Cisco Learning Network online study groups provide students with access to experts and IT professionals to share ideas about training and certification topics. The Cisco Support Community technical support forums enable engagement and sharing with fellow experts on any Cisco technology or solution. Cisco collaborative communities provide a powerful platform to share knowledge and get questions answered quickly.
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Cisco Training on Demand Courses Are Up to Date

We are constantly updating the Cisco Training on Demand library with new cutting-edge technology courses (Figure 1 shows a list of the technology categories that each of our courses fall under). You can find a list of all our currently available offerings at http://www.cisco.com/go/ctod.
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**Figure 1. Cisco Training on Demand Technology Categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routing &amp; Switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Internet Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Business Benefits of Cisco Training on Demand Courses

Today we work, live, play, and learn at a faster pace than ever before. Cisco Training on Demand courses give organizations the ability to respond quickly to learning needs:

- Increase employee productivity: Drive skills development and productivity simultaneously
- Cost optimization: Maximize your training investment by reducing travel costs, lab expenses, and employee time away from work
- Ensure business continuity: Resolve network issues faster through anytime, anywhere access to a rich portfolio of Cisco product and certification training

If you require more flexibility, convenience, and value in your learning options, then Cisco Training on Demand is for you.

Why Cisco?

Cisco Learning Services provides comprehensive, customer-oriented solutions for skill development. It helps speed the adoption and migration of core and advanced technologies. The primary mission of Cisco Learning Services is to help Cisco customers optimize their network investments.

Working closely with Cisco engineers, Cisco Learning Services helps to ensure all courses are aligned with engineering best practices and recommendations. Through Cisco Learning Services, you receive training for leading-edge Cisco technologies and platforms. From hands-on, instructor-led training to training on demand, learning labs, workshops, and boot camp sessions, Cisco Learning Services has solutions that fit your schedule and learning preferences.

For more information or to order Cisco Training on Demand license bundles through your Learning Services business development manager, contact us at askctod@cisco.com.

To learn more about Cisco Training on Demand, visit http://www.cisco.com/go/ctod.

To learn more about additional Cisco Learning Services offerings, visit http://www.cisco.com/go/cls.

Additional Links

- Cisco Learning Network online study groups: https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/community/learning_center/featured-groups
- The Cisco Support Community technical support forums: https://supportforums.cisco.com